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ABSTRACT
TASS is the Russian news agency and the fourth of the planet after Reuters, the Associated Press and
Agence France-Press. TASS is a noteworthy news organization in Russia, established in 1902. TASS
is offering its services in various areas and the entire world is optimistic for more news and
communication based services without any fear and favor. The present world situation is very pathetic.
The tension persists almost in the every block of the world so, TASS should emphasize on to cover
the stories related to every block of the world. The present analysis shows that TASS has created
some favorite blocks based on their priority and covering only those. As has been fourth largest news
agency in the world, communities across the world is more eager to listen to TASS – Russian news
agency. This research paper is an effort to analyze the international news coverage given by Russian
news agency-TASS.
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INTRODUCTION
The St. Petersburg Telegraph Agency, the first official news agency of Russia and the
predecessor of ITAR-TASAS, started functioning on September 1, 1904. The agency had to report
on political, financial, economic, trade and other figures of public interest within the empire and
abroad. In August 1914, one day Saint Petersburg was renamed Petrograd; the SPTA was renamed
as Petrograd Telegraph Agency. On 19th August 1914, the SPTA changed its name and became a
Petrograd Telegraph Agency. In March 1918, PTA moved to Moscow, where it was merged with
the government’s press bureau in June. In July 1925, the Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union
was established by a decree of the Supreme Soviet Presidency and completed the duties of Roosta
as the central information agency of the country. The TASS was organized in association with five
main editorial boards, supplemented by the Federal Information, Foreign Information, Socialist
Countries and Foreign Directive for Information, Photo Information, and Communication for Foreign
Countries. Ria Novosti was created in 1961 to complement TASS, mainly in foreign reporting and
human-beneficial stories. In 1959, Alexander Alexeu Cuba was sent on a fact-find mission, which
was usually working for TASS. TASS is enlisted as a Federal State Unitary Enterprise, possessed
by the administration of Russia. Headquartered in Moscow, TASS has 70 workplaces in Russia
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and in the Commonwealth of Independent States, and also 68 authorities around the globe. The
present world circumstance is extremely unfortunate. The strain holds on nearly in the each political
block of the world in this way, TASS should accentuation on to cover the stories identified with
each political block of the world. As being fourth biggest news office on the planet, groups over the
world is more anxious to tune in to TASS – Russian News Agency. TASS abbreviations were wellrecognized from this point in the world and hence it was retained after being redefined as the
Telegraph Agency of Communication and Messaging. The entire agency was referred to as ITARTASS In September 2014, the agency withdrew its former name as the Russian news agency
TASS. TASS includes news agencies of all Soviet republics: Russia (Ukraine), Belta (Belarusia),
UZ (Uzbekistan), Kazet (Kazakhstan), Grisinform (Georgia), Azerinfarm (Azerbaijan), Elta
(Lithuania), ATIM (Moldavia) LatinFarma (Latvia), Kyrgyzia (Kyrgyzia), Tajikistan (Tajikistan),
Armenian (Armenia), Turkmenomanofarm (Turkmenistan), ETA (Estonia). TASS News and Photos
were obtained by 4,000 Soviet newspapers, TV and radio stations and more than a thousand foreign
media outlets. The middle has best in class gear for broadcasting and for online video linkups with
urban communities crosswise over Russia and around the globe. Visitors can appreciate awesome
Wi-Fi association; a smorgasbord room and mixed drink relax for gatherings and rests, stopping,
sound and video recording and photograph administrations. Likewise, a huge number of new
computerized depictions pour in consistently. What’s more, it likewise has a breakthrough
representation of key news and occasions, information, study comes about, alongside maps, outlines,
graphs and pictures – both in highly contrasting and in shading. TASS Exploration Center’s central
goal is to think about and investigate standard world advancements in financial matters and gettogethers. TASS has been registered as a federal state unitary enterprise, which is of the Russian
government. Headquartered in Moscow, TASS has 70 offices, which are 68 bureaus from all over
the world, along with the Commonwealth of Russia and the Independent Nation. There is a
communication floor in the heart of the Toss Multi-Media Press Center Moscow every year, this
high level Russian officials, state’s foreign heads, leaders of key political parties, representatives of
the world of art and culture, scientists and sports interests, as well as Russian and Organizes over
300 programs of managers of foreign trade enterprises.
Analysis and interpretation :
Major categories on priority for coverage :
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Important International News Coverage By TASS :
– Conflict in Syria
– Ukraine Crisis
– Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
– Fight against Islamic State
– Tensions on the Korean Peninsula
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Business and Economy :
– Russia’s Economy
– Arctic Today
– World Oil Prices
– Oil and Gas Industry
– Eurasian Economic Union
– Russia Ukraine Gas Dispute
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Military and Defense :
– Military Drills
– Russia’s Defense Industry
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Science and Space :
– Space Programs
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Society and Culture :
– Visit Russia
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Sport :
– 2018 Winter Olympics
– Doping Scandal in Russian Sports
– 2018 FIFA World cup in Russia
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Press Review :
– Coverage of major happenings
– Big News related to Russia and World
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TASS on Facebook :
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The TASS Press Center also works in St. Petersburg, Yekaterinburg and Novosibirsk. TASS
is a media partner of high profile conferences, forums and exhibitions in Russia and overseas. The
agency organized the World Congress for the first time in 2004 in the News Agency. The Soviet
Union Telegraph Agency (TASS) was founded on July 10, 1925 and the main functions of the
Russian Telegraph Agency were established as the central information agency of the country.
TASS on Google + :
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TASS enjoyed the privilege of gathering and distributing information outside the Soviet Union,
as well as the right to distribute foreign and domestic information within the Soviet Union, and the
management of news agencies of Soviet republics. TASS has a wide scope of print-prepared info
graphics on real subjects from governmental issues and financial aspects to science, history, brandishes
and even crises.
TASS on Twitter :
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TASS Infographics, News Feeds and Photos :
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Russian Editon of TASS :
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After the declaration of sovereignty by the collapse of the Soviet Union and the democratic
Russia, in January 1992, the News Agency was named Russia’s Information Telegraph Agency
(ITAR-TASS). In September 2014, the agency returned to its former and world renowned names
to report to global audiences - just for the development of the TASS title, Russia’s oldest news
agency, for the development, excitement, readiness of its team for personal development, and its
best To maintain and develop traditions, it is a symbol of the agency’s speech.
Present Roles and Responsibilities of TASS :
TASS has been Russia’s driving news organization. TASS has conveyed the news from around
the globe. Trustworthiness and timeliness is the vital significance of TASS. TASS is being supported
by millions of supports, clients and customers across the globe. TASS is also associated with
various collaborations for its publication and references. TASS is having corporate offices situated
in the almost all countries. The TASS multi-media squeeze focus is a propelled correspondence
field in the core of Moscow. Consistently it has approximately 300 occasions including high-positioning
Russian authorities, outside heads of state, pioneers of major political gatherings, worldwide agents
from the universe of expressions and culture, researchers and games identities and additionally
supervisors of Russian and remote business ventures. All empower TASS to give quick and full
scope of a wide range of occasions forming Russia and the world. TASS conveys in excess of 100
news items covering political, monetary, social, and social and games occasions at home and around
the world, with relentless news stream in Russian and English. TASS is also providing photograph
based coverage for real news stories. The TASS photograph file contains Russia’s biggest gathering
of verifiable photograph records, which incorporate a few million pictures and negatives. Always
refreshed with the most recent news pictures, the accumulation’s authentic pictures have as of late
been changed over to advanced configuration.
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Table 1 : Management of TAS
Name


















Designation

Sergey Mikhaylov
Mikhail Gusman
Mikhail Kalmykov
Alexander Kopnov
Andrey Sokolov
Maxim Filimonov
Elena Rudenko
Maxim Filimonov
Marat Abulkhatin
GlebBryansky
Georgy Kaptelin
Alexander Kupriyanov
Mikhail Lukin
Darya Penchilova
Svetlana Lanyugova
Dmitry Pertsev
Nikolay Yakovlev

Director General
First Deputy Directors General
Deputy Directors General

Chief Editor
Deputy Chief Editors

Director, Sales department
Director, PR department
Director, Press center

Conclusion :
TASS is putting forth its administrations in different territories and the whole world is idealistic
for more news and correspondence based administrations with no dread and support. The present
world circumstance is extremely unfortunate. The strain holds on nearly in the each political block
of the world in this way, TASS should accentuation on to cover the stories identified with each
political block of the world. TASS expanded the largest network of correspondents in the world 682 offices in the country and 94 bureaus abroad, and about 2,000 journalists and photo correspondents
appointed worldwide. The TASS name originates from the previous Telegraph Agency of the
Soviet Union which was the focal organization for news accumulation and conveyance for every
Soviet daily paper, radio and TV slots. The present examination demonstrates that TASS has made
some most loved squares in light of their need and covering just those. As being fourth biggest news
office on the planet, groups over the world is more anxious to tune in to TASS – Russian News
Agency.
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